
Fourteen players aged 11 to 18 travelled to Gwent for the annual summer match 

which was played at the Ebbw Vale Sports Centre.   

 

The first evening a fun tournament was played with players from each team 

paired together.  This gave them the opportunity to make new friendships and 

renew old ones.  This also helped them to adjust to the playing conditions of a 

sports hall.  Fifteen pairs were ranked and placed into groups of four with the 

winners of each group playing a semi-final.  The eventual winners of this 

tournament were Guernsey player Chris Girauld with Elliott Simmonds.  Annie 

Le Prevost (Guernsey) and Matt Reynolds (Gwent) were runners up.  

 

The main match was played with 8 boy’s and 6 girl’s singles against their 

opposite ranking number.  Guernsey only won 3 out of the 14 matches which 

was obviously a disappointing start.  The team unfortunately faired no better in 

the second round of the singles, ending with the same score line.  However, the 

players were starting to get accustomed to the difficult playing conditions.  

Chris Girauld took Gwent number one Oliver Stansfield to three games winning 

the first set 21/17.  Charlie Wickham was also unlucky, losing to Ewan Price in 

3 games after taking the first set 21/14 and narrowly losing the second set 

18/21.  Luke Archard was the only winner in the second round of the boys 

section beating Callum Simmonds 21/17, 21/17, after Chris Girauld beat Callum 

in the first round 21/15 and 21/11. 
 

Annie le Prevost won her first round singles against Lydia Morris 21/17, 21/16 

and followed this up with a win against Lauren Edwards 21/17, 21/17.  Chloe 

Le Tissier comfortably won both her singles matches against Megan Pritchard 

and Isobel Adams.  Carys Batiste, who also won Gwent's award for most points 

played in the tournament, had two very close matches against Lydia Morris and  

Lauren Edwards just losing out by a couple of points in each of the third sets. 
 

The boy’s doubles also ended in a win for Gwent.  The second ranked Guernsey 

pairing of David Trebert and Nazri Rouillard pushed the host's top pair all the 

way narrowly missing out on the third set 21/18, 15/21, 13/21 after Chris and 

Luke had earlier lost to the same pairing 17/21, 24/22, 17/21.  Nick Girauld and 

Ben Duddy battled hard and were unlucky against Matt Reynolds and Elliott 

losing in three, 15/21, 21/16, 14/21.  Charlie and Josh Duddy were unlucky not 

to take Matt and Elliott to three sets after losing the second set with the highest 

score of the day 24/26. 
 

Guernsey had more success in the girls doubles winning four out of the six 

matches. Carys and Chloe le Tissier were unlucky to take their game against 

Bethany Jones and Isobel Adams to three after losing both sets 22/24.  Annie 

played with regular partner Eden Fabbri and beat the third Gwent pairing of 



Lydia and Lauren 13/21, 21/19, 23/21.  Unfortunately for Gwent, Kelly Yip 

retired injured against Chloe Gill and Emily Green.  Their reserve player Olivia 

stepped in to allow the matches to be played, however all her matches were 

awarded to Guernsey. 
 

The team also picked up four of the seven matches in the mixed event. Regular 

pairings Luke and Emily and Chris and Chloe Gill had comfortable wins against 

the first and second pairs respectively.  Luke and Emily beat Oliver and Olivia 

21/14, 21/19 and Chris and Chloe beat Callum and Isobel 21/12, 21/15.  New 

pairing of David and Chloe le Tissier had a good win against James Morris and 

Megan 21/14, 25/23. Nazri and Eden also won in three against Josh Pearce and 

Bethany 19/21, 21/14, 21/16.  The remaining two matches were won by Gwent 

but both pairings of Charlie and Annie and Ben and Carys narrowly missed out 

on taking their matches to a deciding set by a couple of points. 

 

Annie le Prevost was the most successful Guernsey player of the day, winning 

four of her five matches and was awarded best performance by the Guernsey 

coaches. 

 

 

The final score of the match was Gwent 35 Guernsey 14.  There were 17 games 

that ended with very close scores which could have gone either way, this 

reflected how well all of the Guernsey players played against strong opposition. 
 

At a dinner on the Sunday evening, Guernsey captain Chloe Gill thanked the 

Gwent organisers and hosts of the event.  Chloe was awarded Best 

Sportsmanship of the tournament by the Gwent officials and Nick Girauld 

received most improved player of the match. 
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